
Postscript 

What has become of formal grammars in linguistics 
and psycholinguistics? 

The aim of this postscript cannot be to review the theory and language 

science applications of formal languages and automata, as developed 

since the mid 1970s. That would require more than a three-volume 

work. I will, rather, touch upon just a few developments that seem to me 

of special relevance to linguists and psycholinguists. I will do this under 

the three main headings I used in Formal Grammars. 

Formal languages and automata 

Of special linguistic relevance has been the construction of tree grammars and 
tree automata. The original grammar types in the Chomsky hierarchy, as well as 
the corresponding automata were string handling devices. Their inputs and out
puts were strings of symbols. Their structural descriptions consisted of the deriva
tion or recognition trees as they emerged in the stepwise application of the rules. 
The newly introduced tree grammars and tree automata operate on trees, not on 
strings. In that sense they are operations on structural descriptions. A tree gram
mar generates a set of trees. The 'frontier' of a tree is its bottom string of symbols, 
which consists of (at least one) terminal and/or non-terminal nodes. The tree set 
generated by a tree grammar is the set of completed' trees derived from one or 
more special S-rooted initial trees. A tree is completed if its frontier consists of 
terminal elements only. The language generated by this tree grammar is the 'yield' 
of this tree set, i.e., the set of its (terminal) frontiers. 

The strong generative power of the grammar is the set of terminal trees gener
ated for this language. The theory of tree automata and grammars originated from 
Büchi (1960). A recent overview is presented in Comon et al. (2007). 

The generative power of types of tree grammars does not simply match the 
power of types in the Chomsky hierarchy. An interesting equivalence holds 
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between context-free languages and the languages generated by so-called regular 

tree grammars (cf. Gékseg & Steinby 1997). More generally, however, the power of 

tree grammars (and automata) straddles the power levels in the Chomsky hierar

chy, which has interesting applications in linguistic theory (see below). 

Ellis (1971) introduced the notion of probabilistic tree grammars and autom

ata, which generate/accept probabilistic languages. He showed that context-free 

probabilistic languages (as defined in Formal Grammars II, 3.4) can be fully char

acterized by probabilistic tree automata. 

Linguistic applications 

An appropriate level of generative power 

A perennial issue in formal linguistics has been the characterization of the 'right' 

level of grammatical power for natural language grammars. A major motivation for 

Chomsky's original work on formal grammars had been to show that finite state 

automata or regular grammars cannot characterize natural languages. Here the 

recursive self-embedding property of natural languages transcended the capacity 

of this type of system. Context-free grammars faired a lot better, but reached their 

limits in dealing with crossed and other long-distance dependencies. This was all 

comprehensively reviewed in Formal Grammars II. Initially, the move to transfor

mational grammars seemed to be a promising one for handling such problems. 

However, Peters & Ritchie's proof (1973, see FG II, chapter 5) that the then most 

advanced transformational grammar, Chomsky's Aspects model, has the generative 

capacity of a Turing machine (see FG II, chapter 5), showed that simple or 'natural' 

solutions were not yet around. In his interview with Huybregts and van Riemsdijk, 

Chomsky (1982, p. 15) remarked: 

"The systems that capture other [than the context-free WL] properties of language, 
for example transformational grammar, hold no interest for mathematics. But I do 
not think that that is a necessary truth. It could turn out that there would be richer 
or more appropriate mathematical ideas that would capture other, maybe deeper 
properties of language than context-free grammars do. In that case you have an
other branch of applied mathematics which might have linguistic consequences. 
That could be exciting" ' 

Such exciting formalisms were, then, about to emerge. There exists now a class of 

equivalent grammars, called 'mildly context-sensitive grammars' (MCSGs), among 

them linear indexed grammars, head grammars, combinatory categorial grammars 

1. I thank Aravind Joshi for this reference. 
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and tree adjoining grammars, that seem to have just the right level of generative 
capacity to overcome the linguistic limitations of context-free grammars without 
over-generating' to the level of context-sensitive grammars, or worse, of recursively 
enumerable languages. Let us, for a moment, consider the case of the tree adjoin
ing grammars (TAG) conceived of by Joshi and his co-workers (cf. Joshi & Schabes 
1997 and further references there). A TAG has a set of 'elementary trees', consisting 
of 'initial trees' and auxiliary trees'. In the following example seven such elementary 
trees from a TAG are exemplified (adapted from Joshi & Schabes, p. 75): 

New trees are generated from the elementary trees by two operations, substitu
tion and adjoining. Substitution is the operation by which the root of an initial 
tree (marked a above) substitutes for a node in the frontier of some tree which 
is marked for substitution (indicated by on that node). Substitution is allowed 
when certain constraints are met. In this simple example the only constraint is 
that the node labels of the marked node and the replacing root node match. (In 
the full grammar a Boolean comparison of feature sets is to be performed). So, for 
instance, the NP root node of the Mary tree can substitute for the NP1 node of 
the saw tree. The following tree is entirely derived by substitution, using four of the 
initial trees above. The order of substitution is irrelevant. The terminal frontier of 
the tree is the sentence a man saw Mary. 
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Because a TAG has only a finite set of initial trees (to be motivated below), substi

tution only allows for the derivation of a finite set of derived trees. Recursion in a 

TAG is handled by the other operation, adjoining. It requires the insertion of an 

auxiliary tree (marked (3 above). An auxiliary tree has some leaf node (marked *) 

that is identical to its root node. That is the case for the βrel tree above, which has 

a root node NP and a leaf node NP* in its frontier. This tree can be (does not have 

to be) inserted into the above derived tree by detaching the NP tree dominating 

a man, attaching the auxiliary tree to the 'freed' NP node and finally attaching the 

detached a man tree to the starred NP node of the inserted auxiliary tree. The re

sult is the derived tree below (with the inserted tree indicated by a square frame). 

Substituting the S node by the teased tree and substituting the Peter tree in its NP 

node, results in a tree dominating the sentence a man who teased Peter saw Mary. 

Repeated adjunction of the auxiliary tree generates sentences such as the man who 

teased Mary who teased Peter saw Mary, etc. 

This is just enough example2 to notice that syntactic dependences (such as the 

c-command relation between NP0 and NP1 in the initial saw tree above, marked 

by a dotted line both there and in the two following derived trees) can be defined 

2. without any linguistic pretensions. 
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within the elementary trees. Recursion is exclusively realized by adjunction. Ad
junction can move the elements between which a dependency relation exists ar
bitrarily far apart, thus accounting for long-distance dependences. TAGs elegantly 
separate the syntactic functions of dependency and recursion. 

Like the other MCSGs, TAGs can handle crossed dependences, such as in Dutch 
complement constructions ( e.g. ... dat Jan Piet Marie zag laten zwemmen - that 
John Peter Mary saw let swim, where John sees, Peter lets and Mary swims) (Stabler, 
2004), which are problematic for a context-free account, and they can handle other 
similar phenomena. Their generative power is 'slightly' more than context-free, but 
less than context-sensitive. TAG grammars have equivalent accepting automata, 
called embedded push-down automata' (EPDA) and a parser has been defined 
which, incrementally, parses a string in the TAGs language 'from left to right', ulti
mately delivering the appropriate tree for the sentence. Parsing of TAGs, and prob
ably more generally of MCSGs, is polynomial (in the worst case with 0(n6) time 
and 0(n4) space), hence hardly worse than for context-free grammars. 

A closely related, but alternative tree adjoining grammar, 'Performance Gram
mar' (PG) has been introduced by Kempen & Harbusch (1998). Like in TAG, its 
trees are 'lexicalized' (see below) and it has essentially the same substitution opera
tions as in TAG. However, there is no adjoining operation. Instead, the grammar 
has a topological or 'linearization component which can handle recursion and 
long distance dependences. Each (initial) lexical tree is combined with a linear 
array, which is a topology for the ordering of the lexical item's arguments. This 
topology goes back to the time-honored tradition in Germanic linguistics of dis
tinguishing syntactic Vorfeld (forefield), Mittelfeld (midfield), and Nachfeld (end-
field). The key recursive property of PG, which at the same time generates the ap
propriate linearization, is that constituents may move out of their 'own' array and 
receive a position in an array located at a higher level. The linearization operation 
is implemented as a finite state automaton. This mechanism provides PG with the 
generative power of MCSGs. At the same time, it elegantly handles the relatively 
free word order of German (Harbusch & Kempen 2002). 

Lexicalization of grammars 

Another major development since the 1970s is the 'lexicalization of grammars. 
The first context-free, and also transformational grammars, were rule systems fully 
abstracted from the ultimate lexical insertions. A rule such as VP —> V + NP ap
plies whatever the ultimate lexical insertions (such as saw and Mary). The lexicon 
was the linguist's last concern, as it were. This approach was already challenged 
by the generative semanticists (see below), but the major later innovation was to 
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characterize lexical items as syntactic structures, which would then 'bottom-up' 
interact or 'unify' to generate syntactic phrase structures. Formal Grammars (II, 
p. 94) already pleaded for such a move, but the idea caught the (psycho)linguistic 
community's imagination by Kaplan and Bresnan's (1982) work on their Lexical 
Functional Grammar (LFG). Still, the core notion had been around in categorial 
grammar since it was created by Ajdukiewicz (1935). This formalism is extensively 
discussed in Formal Grammars II 4.2). Each word has a specific syntactic category, 
which allows it to 'hook up' (or unify) with other words that have some 'hookable' 
category, more or less like Lego pieces. 

The lexicalization of grammars was a major asset for psycholinguistic applica
tions. Language users have a huge mental lexicon and they know the syntactic af-
fordances of these lexical items. It is a natural idea that the listener, who recognizes 
one word after another, indeed, on-line, 'unifies' their syntax, thus incrementally 
building up the phrase structure of the incoming sentence. That has been Steed-
man's motivation all along in developing his Combinatory Categorial Grammar 
(CCG) (cf. Steedman 2000), which mediates both the on-line semantic interpreta
tion and the interpretation/generation of prosody. My own book Speaking (1989) 
makes extensive use of LFG. 

Joshi and Schabes' (1997) version of TAG is completely 'lexicalized'. This means, 
first, that all elementary trees have at least one lexical term in their frontier; it is 
their 'lexical anchor' (this is the case for six of the seven elementary trees above). 
It means, second, that all lexical items of the language figure as anchor in a finite 
number of elementary trees (at least once). This explains the earlier finite genera
tive power of the substitution operation in TAG and also in PG. This type of lexi
calization also provides a natural way of handling fixed expressions, such as kick 
the bucket. They have their own V-rooted elementary tree with a multiple lexical 
anchor. This is presently receiving interesting applications in language acquisition 
research (see below). 

Semantics 

Many such fixed expressions, in particular idioms, violate the 'principle of composi-
tionality' (PC), which says that the meaning of the whole is a function of the mean
ing of the parts and the way they are syntactically combined. Five to ten percent of 
the words we speak are part of some fixed expression (Sprenger et al. 2006), which 
means that the principle could still have wide application in language use. In fact, 
it is basic to all formal semantics. The state of semantics discussed in FG II 3.3 was 
the then raging conflict between the generative semantics and the interpretative 
semantics approach. Both incorporated PC but in quite different ways. In the first 
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approach syntax was itself semantic. Deep structures were as much syntactic as 
semantic representations (hence they were fully lexicalized) and transformations 
were, presumably, meaning preserving or 'paraphrastic'. Soon a 'prelexical syntax' 
developed, in which lexicalized subtrees could be transformationally replaced by 
other subtrees, in particular by unitary lexical items (for instance replacing 'cause 
to become not alive' by 'kill'). This obviously raised the power of generative seman
tics to Turing machine level. 

In interpretative semantics the underlying deep structures were purely syntac
tic entities, but could receive semantic interpretation after lexical insertion. Here 
an autonomous' semantics had to be developed which would provide the 'logical 
form' associated with some deep or (later) surface syntactic structure. However, 
it soon turned out (see FG II, p. 109) that transformations could not preserve the 
semantic interpretation of quantifiers in deep or underlying structure (John sings 
and dances can be paraphrased as John sings and John dances, but One boy sings and 
dances cannot be paraphrased as One boy sings and one boy dances). 

It is both beyond the aim of this postscript and beyond my competence to 
sketch the developments in formal semantics since these early beginnings. A few 
remarks should suffice. The generative semantics approach survived a rather dra
matic history of upheavals, ultimately producing a broad and formal treatment of 
meaning in language as it is represented in the language user's mind. That has, in 
its later developments, largely been Pieter Seuren's achievement, now available as 
Seuren (2009). It was in generative semantics and in Harman (1970) that a truth-
functional semantics was first introduced in generative linguistics. Seuren's (1969) 
'operators' (quantifiers, modal, tense and other operators) were truth-functional 
operations on their arguments, the so-called nuclei. The nuclei are the elementary 
propositions, which can be negated, questioned, etc. Harman extended the opera
tor approach to the nuclei themselves, defining the main verb as an operator on 
the other phrases as arguments. It is now commonplace to analyze linguistic ex
pressions as function-argument structures, but that idea was totally absent in early 
interpretative semantics. Although the truth-functional approach is now basic to 
any formal semantics, the cognitive perspective which has always been essential in 
generative semantics, has made the latter a laboratory for studying the many other 
aspects of meaning involved in the listener's on-line interpretation of language. 
Among them are the fascinating complexities of presupposition, discourse, ana
phora, metaphor and lexical meaning. Here, Seuren (2009) provides a rich source 
for psycholinguists. 

The early autonomous approach was completely transformed under the in
fluence of Montague's (1970) truth-functional approach to natural language se
mantics. It was in particular Barbara Partee who managed to fuse the Chomskyan 
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and Montagovian traditions, using lambda extraction to handle variable binding 
(see her own wonderful account of these and later developments in Partee 1997). 
Basic to Montagues handling of compositionality is the 'rule-by-rule' correspon
dence between syntax and semantics. Each syntactic composition of 'smaller' or 
'lower-level' syntactic entities goes with a semantic interpretation of the higher-
level entity in terms of the semantic interpretations of the lower-level units. This 
homomorphism between syntax and semantics has found wider application, for 
instance in TAG semantics. There it is not the phrase-structural relations of the 
derived tree that receive semantic interpretation. Rather, each substitution or ad
joining application goes 'synchronously' with a corresponding semantic interpre
tation. It is therefore the derivational history (represented in a 'derivation tree') 
that provides the step by step correspondence to semantic operations that generate 
the 'logical form' of the linguistic expression. Although Partee always intended the 
formal semantics developed in the Montagovian tradition to be a theory of mean
ing in the mind, it didn't really conquer the hearts of psycholinguists. The 'possible 
worlds' framework and its somewhat daunting formal rendering, rightly or wrong
ly, always remained somewhat unapproachable for the psycholinguist studying the 
process of 'on-line' semantic interpretation in the language user's mind. 

A third major approach has been Jackendoff's (2002). Coming from the in
terpretative tradition, but doing away with Chomsky's syntactocentrism, he de
veloped, in much detail, a semi-formal cognitive theory of grammar with three 
parallel generative components, a conceptual, a syntactic and phonological one. 
In Speaking (1989) I gratefully used a version of Jackendoff's conceptual compo
nent. The system is still 'interpretative' in that it handles semantic interpretation 
by means of correspondence rules' that hold between conceptual and syntactic 
structures (just as phonological interpretation is handled by correspondence rules 
between phonological and syntactic structures). Jackendoff handles a great variety 
of meaning aspects, which have obvious psycholinguistic applications. 

Many of these meaning aspects have conversational impact. A major challenge 
is to sort out how semantics and pragmatics interact in conversational implicature 
and anaphora. Levinson (2000) advocated a strong pragmatic stance here, which 
is probably less amenable to formalization than, for instance, Seuren's more formal 
semantic approach to these matters. 

Probabilistic grammars and linguistic intuitions. 

When I wrote Formal Grammars, probabilistic grammars were generally avoided 
by linguists as 'not done'. "It must be recognized that the notion of 'probability of a 
sentence' is an entirely useless one, under any known interpretation of this term", 
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Chomsky wrote (see FL II, p. 174). Mine was the only text for linguists around that 
treated them. The only linguistic example of a probabilistic context-free grammar 
I could find at the time was the one that Patrick Suppes, always averse to current 
dogma, had written for a child language corpus (see FG II 6.2). The next one I 
came across was the probabilistic CFG Wolfgang Klein published, as early as 1974, 
for handling a large corpus of untutored second language (German) acquisition 
data. Meanwhile, however, stochastic approaches to grammars, automata, parsers, 
inference devices, automatic translation have exploded. A landmark publication 
was Charniak (1993), in which a wide range of (in some cases still potential) lin
guistic applications of probabilistic grammars was treated. Since then, the compu
tational analysis of ever larger natural language corpora has stimulated the further 
development and use of probabilistic tree grammars and automata, which Ellis 
(1970) had initiated. Shabes (1992), for instance, introduced probabilistic TAGs, 
with Resnick (1994) applying them to natural language parsing. For a more recent 
review of stochastic tree approaches to natural language processing, see Knight & 
Graehl (2005). 

One issue addressed in FL II, chapter 1, was the status of linguistic intuitions. 
At that time, generative linguistics was, as an empirical science, largely intuition-
based. The grammaticality judgment played the essential role in telling 'grammat
ical' from 'ungrammatical' strings. In FL III I argued that grammaticality judg
ments are the outcome of metalinguistic judgment, a psychological process whose 
workings were still largely in the dark. And worse, I could provide some empirical 
evidence for their alarming unreliability. I analyzed various causes of this unreli
ability and proposed a range of empirical procedures to improve on this empirical 
weakness in linguistic practice. It didn't help much. Nor did Bard et al.'s (1996) 
careful proposal to use easily applicable magnitude estimation. Many linguists still 
mark strings as ungrammatical (by '*'), without providing their empirical reasons 
for doing so. Their tacit assumption is that they are dealing with god-given gram
maticality', not with human 'acceptability'. 

Luckily, the use of large corpora has meanwhile reduced the importance of 
grammaticality judgments. But it also raised the new issue whether some con
sistent relation exists between grammaticality judgments and statistical corpora 
data. Bresnan's (2006) study of linguistic intuitions seems to show that there is, 
indeed, a close relation between naturalness/acceptability judgments and corpus 
frequency data. But that requires judgments to be made in the appropriate textual 
context. In one experiment she had subjects rate the 'naturalness' of two alternative 
sentential continuations of short texts from a natural language corpus. The two 
sentences both contained a dative verb construction, but differed in whether the 
construction was prepositional or double object (for instance: because he brought 
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the pony to my children versus because he brought my children the pony). It turned 
out that the naturalness judgments were highly predictable from the syntactic 
probabilities in the corpus model. What about really 'ungrammatical' sentences? 
In a second experiment subjects judged dative constructions that linguists usually 
mark as ungrammatical, such as the dealer pushes someone the pot. The stochastic 
corpus model, however, predicted contexts in which such sentences would appear, 
even with higher probability than the 'grammatical' alternatives (such as the deal
er pushes the pot to someone). Again naturalness judgments followed the corpus 
model, not the linguists' judgments. Bresnans conclusion was that grammaticality 
judgments reflect implicit knowledge of syntactic probabilities. 

Others, however, observed systematic disagreement between judged grammat
icality and corpus probability. There is even talk about a grammaticality-frequency 
gap'. Kempen and Harbusch (2005, 2008) compared available judgment data for 
various German word order patterns (German allows for six different orderings 
of subject and objects in double object sentences) to frequencies of occurrence in 
two text corpora. One surprising finding was that lower rated word orders never 
occurred in the corpus. (It was unlikely that corpus size was an important factor 
here.) Another was that similarly highly rated word order types turned out to have 
quite different corpus frequencies. Extensive analyses of these data led the authors 
to make specific claims about the grammaticality judgment process. Judgers will 
normally try to internally generate the target sentence. If it works, it will be judged 
(highly) 'grammatical'. If it doesn't work, the subject will generate a sentence with 
the same semantic gist and then judge its similarity to the target sentence. In this 
way, highly unlikely sentences can still (by similarity to likely sentences) be judged 
as (somewhat) grammatical although they (or their type) didn't make it into the 
corpus. In other words, this similarity factor would deserve careful control, in ad
dition to all the other reliability undermining factors I discussed in FL III, chap
ter 1. The Kempen & Harbusch studies cannot be directly compared to Bresnan's, 
because the grammaticality judgments were made on sentences in isolation. One 
wonders in particular whether the grammaticality-frequency gap will also appear 
in her data when the same experimental sentences are judged in isolation. 

My one original psychological contribution to the study of linguistic intuitions 
in Formal Grammars is a mathematical theory of syntactic relatedness intuitions 
{FG III, 27-65). We have, for instance, the strong intuition that in the sentence 
John ordered a pizza the syntactic relation between a and pizza is much stronger 
than between John and a or between John and pizza. The mathematical theory 
relates such cohesion intuitions to the structural descriptions grammars adduce 
to sentences. That makes it possible to test the descriptive adequacy of (different 
kinds of) grammars in an entirely new way. The initial empirical tests, reported 
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in FL, showed that transformational dependency grammars excelled on this test 
(see Schils 1983 for more extensive data and analyses). The method has also been 
successfully applied by Fodor et al. (1980) to distinguish between alternative 'un
derlying' structural descriptions. Take the two sentences (1) the captain persuaded 
the passengers to leave and (2) the captain expected the passengers to leave. Here one 
would expect the syntactic cohesion between captain and passengers to be stronger 
in (1) than in (2). This is because in the former, but not in the latter, the two items 
are in the same underlying clause (the captain persuaded the passengers S). And 
this was indeed found in the rating experiment. Fodor et al. could then use this 
sensitive procedure to test whether causative verbs (as in John killed Mary) have an 
underlying structure like (2) (i.e., John caused Mary to die), where John and Mary 
do not share a clause, or rather the simple 'non-definitial' one John killed Mary, 
just like for John liked Mary, where they do. The rating results were crystal-clear: 
the latter was the case. There is no evidence for a 'definitial' underlying structure 
of causative verbs. It is my impression that cohesion judgments are more reliable, 
less vulnerable than grammaticality judgments. They are, moreover, direct tests of 
descriptive adequacy, as opposed to grammaticality judgments, which concern 
strings, not structures. In short, intuitions of syntactic cohesion should still be em
braced by linguists. 

Psycholinguistic applications 

Incrementality 

An essential feature of modern theories of speaking and speech comprehension 
is incrementality. Speakers work with quite restricted 'look-ahead' (Levelt 1989). 
And the evidence is overwhelming that listeners interpret speech largely 'on line' as 
it comes in. All relevant knowledge (phonetic, phonological, morphological, syn
tactic, semantic, pragmatic) is in no time applied to any next incoming signal. In
terpretations are rarely (but not never!) delayed or revised. In the early 1970s this 
insight was not yet around. Tom Bever's 'garden path' sentence the horse raced past 
the barn fell was on everybody's mind. Incrementality severely restricts the nature 
of adequate processing models. For instance, Miller and Chomsky's (1963) initial 
approach of modeling language comprehension as the grammar-equivalent au
tomaton cannot guarantee incrementality, and they were aware of that. The push
down automaton for a context-free language, for instance, would time and again 
stack up its push down store, thus delaying structural decisions. 

Various solutions have been proposed for grammars to handle incremental
ity in language use. The very first one (to my knowledge) was the Incremental 
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Procedural Grammar by Kempen and Hoenkamp (1987). This was still a string 
grammar, but designed to account for the speaker's incremental sentence genera
tion. I used it in Speaking (1989). But then, tree grammars took over. Kempen & 
Harbusch's (1998) Performance Grammar (PG) was, again, explicitly constructed 
for handling incrementality, in both speaker and listener models. Incrementality 
is naturally implemented in the linearization component of the grammar, which is 
essentially a finite state device operating on trees. Meanwhile, various applications 
of PG have seen the light. One recent example is the modeling of the speaker's gen
eration of clausal coordination and coordinate ellipsis, with all of its gapping and 
reduction complexities (Kempen, 2009). Another one (Vosse & Kempen 2008) is 
the implementation of PG in an incremental, but parallel parser (called SINUS). 
It is parallel in that it can simultaneously entertain different unification alterna
tives for the same lexical input. At any moment these alternatives are in different 
states of activation and activations are continuously adapted as new input arrives. 
The final parse of a sentence corresponds to the configuration of 'winning' (most 
highly activated) unifications at the end of the sentence. There is no backtracking 
in the sense of retracing to an earlier point in the sentence and from that point 
onward selecting an analysis/interpretation that was not entertained before. The 
claim is that states of activation of unifications are reflected in on-line measures of 
comprehension load, such as ERP and eye tracking data. 

As already noticed above, there exist incremental parsers for TAG. Ferreira 
(2000) introduced the TAG architecture in her model of the speaker's syntactic 
production. Ferreira et al. (2004) used it in their account of listener's processing 
of disfluences in speech. Joshi (1985) himself used aspects of TAG for modeling 
incremental code switching between Marathi and English. Webber et al. (2003) 
used TAG in their study of anaphora. See Joshi (2004) for an overview of TAG 
applications. 

Hale (2001) modeled incremental, eager' parsing by way of a probabilistic con
text-free grammar (based on a sample of the Treebank Corpus), implemented in 
Stolcke's (1997) probabilistic Early parser. For each next word in the sentence this 
algorithm computes 1 minus the so-called 'prefix-probability', that is the amount 
of disconfirmation of (probabilistic) expectations that word provides. That is the 
word's 'surprise value', which can serve as a measure for the effort it takes to ea
gerly' or fully exploit the information provided by that word. This measure peaks 
when reaching the word fell in the horse raced past the barn fell. More generally, it 
provides detailed predictions for word-by-word reading latencies. Levy (in press) 
supplies a rich application of his own, equivalent 'surprise' measure to a range of 
linguistic cases and experimental data. 
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Learnability 

All formal work on the learnability of grammars, grammatical inference, goes 
back to Gold's (1967) seminal paper. Under Gold's specific definitions, the some
what shocking finding was that only finite languages are learnable from so-called 
'text presentation, which is an enumeration (infinite for infinite languages) of the 
sentences of the language. Learnability of infinite languages only exists under 
'informant presentation, any enumeration of both the grammatical and the un-
grammatical strings over the language's vocabulary (and marked for their (un) 
grammaticality). With that type of presentation, languages in the Chomsky hier
archy up to context-sensitive (and in addition primitive recursive ones) are learn
able. These formal results (reviewed in FL I, chapter 8) substantially sharpened 
the reasoning about Chomsky's Language Acquisition Device (LAD), the potential 
mechanism that would enable any child to infer a grammar for its native language 
from the linguistic (or other) input received. The fact that children usually do ac
quire their native language argues for the existence of such a device. I thoroughly 
treated these matters in FL III, Chapter 4. The major issues discussed there are as 
relevant today as they were in the early seventies. Just to mention some of them: 
If learnability requires informant presentation, how much negative evidence is (in 
whatever way) presented to children? The dominant view at that time was: none. 
No child is told: 'the utterance you (or I) just produced is ungrammatical'. And the 
fast conclusion was: because a natural language is not learnable, it must be largely 
innate. That is Chomsky's Universal Grammar (UG). Meanwhile, convincing evi
dence has been obtained for 'negative evidence' provided by adults to children. 
Chouinard and Clark (2003), for instance, reported evidence of systematic cor
rections by adults of children's utterances and evidence of children's attending to, 
acknowledging and incorporating these corrections. 

Another issue was and is: noise ruins learnability. If only one sentence doesn't 
show up in the limit or if, in informant presentation, one ungrammatical string is 
marked as grammatical, learnability breaks down in Gold's algorithm. The child's 
language input is, obviously, quite noisy; how to deal with that? Horning (1969) 
was the first to conceive of a procedure for selecting or 'learning' a probabilistic 
grammar from stochastic text presentation. As I reviewed in FL I 8.4, probabilistic 
non-ambiguous context-free grammars are learnable this way (under Homing's 
definition). One advantage of statistical learning algorithms is that they can be 
noise-resistant. Meanwhile the statistical modeling of language learning has made 
substantial advances, in particular by the work of Valiant (1984) and Haussler 
(1996). Neural network modeling has become a major new statistical approach to 
issues of language inference (cf. Elman (2005). But there, the perennial problem is 
that learnability is at best demonstrated by computer simulation; it is never proven 
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within this paradigm. It doesn't meet Gold's golden standard. For reviews of these 
and other issues in learnability, see Jain et al. (1999), Pullum (2003) and Scholz 
and Pullum (2006). 

A potentially important type of linguistic input to language learning children 
is the prosody of the utterance. That prosody reveals to some extend the syntactic 
structure of the utterance. That would make tree automata interesting devices in the 
modeling of grammatical inference. Another good reason for using tree automata 
in modeling children's early speech corpora is the ubiquitous use of constructions. 
These are complete holophrases (such as in there) or phrases with just one or a 
small number of variable positions (such as where N go?). As mentioned above, 
tree grammars can naturally handle such fixed expressions by way of elementary 
trees with multiple lexical anchors. Borensztaijn et al. (2008) have applied this to 
the Adam, Eve and Sarah corpora from Brown (1973). The developmental notion 
here is that lexical anchors in the initial multiple-anchored trees are replaced by 
variables in the course of development. The fixed construction becomes less and 
less 'fixed', slowly approximating the adult lexical trees, which usually have a single 
lexical anchor plus a number of variable positions marked for substitution. 

Conclusion 

When I wrote Formal Grammars, the world of formal paradigms in linguistics 
and its applications was still surveyable, if not simple. That paradisaical situation 
is long gone. No single linguist or psycholinguist can now oversee the richness of 
formal devices used in the theoretical and empirical study of natural language and 
its uses. Using them has become team work. And, at least in psycholinguistics, the 
use of formal devices has become eclectic. Although trends still come and go, no 
single approach achieves the aura of being 'the right one'. That is, by and large, a 
healthy situation. Still, the drive to do things formally right will always be with us, 
students of language and its uses. 
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